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MEETING THE DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS'OF THE EARLY COLLEGE STUDENT

Simon's Rock of Bard College
Great .Barrangton, Massachusetts 01230 ,

Nancy Goldberger-
(413) 528-0771

A. Project Overview

In the fall of 1978, Simonhs Rock of Bard Collegg received a
two year FIPSE grant,of $94,400 to allow faculty and administration
of the.college to ga"in a better understanding of the cognitiVe and
affective characteristics and patterns of growth of their younger-
than-average "early.college" students. A faculty development pro.
gram was'instituted which trained faculty,in developmental thsory
and applications.as they redesigned courses and programs. A (con-
commitant.student assessment program was undertaken to deterpine
student positions with respect to cognitive, moral, and ego devel-

y opment over the first two years of college. Our explorations of*
the role of educZtion in the lives of mid-adolescent studehts and
the processes by which enduring attitudes, values, and world views
ar formed, we felt, would haye a generality beyond our college to
any institution committed to student-centered education. Outcames
of the project.hdve been disseminated by several publications apd
a national canferarice held,in J.anuary 1981'at Simon's Rock.'

B. Purpose

The aim5 of the project were: 1) to develop 'practical methods
of determining a student's position with respect to cognitive, moral,
and ego development and ,to track entering freshmen across the first
two years.of their college experience, 2) to introduce faculty and
administrators, to cognitive-developmental theory ahd applications,
and 3) to crit4que existing'coirrses, programs, and policies and to
design courses and co7curricular activities specifically addressed'
to meet the developmental needs of students at the college.

C. Background
.

Simon's Rock was founded in 1964 as an experiment in educatiOn
and was based on the assumption that many young people are ready to
go to college earlier than the traditional educational lockstep

iv51,
.
lows, that is, after only two or three years of.college. Several
years experience with the diverse expectations, behaviors,. and
attitudes of the relatively young student body led faculty to the
recognition that they needed to know a great deal more than they
did about, adolescent development in order to be truly responsive
to the needs of the students. The project was formulated within
the cognitive-developmental paradigm since recent work by the al-

°ready existing Office of. Student Evaluation at Simon's Rock and at
research centers elsewhere had.indicated th'at cognitive-developmen-
tal theory could be translated into a viable educational ideology
which emphasizes not just intellectual but psychongical an'd ethical
growth as well.
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D. Project Decription

Over the Course of the two years of the project, all faculty .

members and most of the administration were introduced to develop-
mental theory (Piagetl Perry, Loevinger, and Kohlberg) in a series
of faculty workshops, led in some cases by outside consultants.
Discussion centered on the/relevance of developmenfal theory to
Simon's Rock .edueational concerns and curriculum planning efforts.
Ttle interest generated at the early workshops made it possible to
involve an unexpectedly large number of faculty in project activi-

le-
'ties. Over the two year period, faculty or culty/student working
groups were formed across discipli4ary lines o explore, from a
developmental perspective, such topics as general education, student
writing problems, the teaching/learning process in ,the classroom,
-women's studies,-faculty and studentevaluation, freshmen require-
ments, admissions interviewing and criteria, residence hall programs,'
and judicial actions. .

Simultaneously with the faculty workshops, three faculty members
responsible for the student assessment program collected information
'on the developmental characteristics of 1978 and 1979 freshmen. The
1978'class*was followed through the end of t'heir sophomore year to
assess changeS in the structure of,thought, sense Of.self, values,
and,life priorities: A combination,of paper.and pencil tests and
intensive interviews mere used. Results from the student assessment
were re orted to the faculty work groups as soon as,possible, although
the lag time was often.considerable due to the time required for data
collecti'bn and analysis.

E. Outcomes and Impact's

A total of 67 freshmen (45 in 1978 and 22 in 1979) participated
in the'developmental assessment during their 'f.irst.Semester at Simon's
Rock. Of the 45 students from the 1978 class of 64 students, 33 were
tracked for one year and 18 were &acked for two years. The assess-
ment component of the project was comizilex and time-consuming. Rhile
it ultimately will prove useful to have extensive longitudinal data '

ot students, such information came too late in the course of the two-
year pPoject to haVe'mueh impact during the project's life time. ,What
had more impact on faculty development were: 1) exposure to develop-
mental theory,particularly the work of William Perry, which most
faculty felt provided a very useful framework for thinking about
student growt,,D, 2) sharing teaching strategies, 3) articulating
goals and strategies within the framework of a theory, and ,4) at-
tempting modifications in individual courses according to develop,-
.mental principles. In addition to introducing &shared developmental
famework and vocabulary 'to the College, there were other specific
outcomes: a two-year sequel-ice of courses called Perspectives on
Women which was plenned to take into account the developmental statuS
of slUents from point of entrance to the end of the sophomore year;

- guidelines for a two-year course sequence which is applicable for a
var3ety of content issues in a general e'ducation.program; a develop-

,



menial interview and checklist for use in -the admicsions office
and designed to elicit information related to Perry, Loevinger,
and Kohlberg states. 'These results and outcciMes hdve'been pre-
sented at a variety of professipnal educational conferences and
workshOps (including William Patterson College Conference on
General Education, Massachusetts Association eor Institutional
Research, National Association of College Admissions Counselors,
FIPSE Project Directors Meeting, Harvard Educational Review, and
Denver Conference on Adult Learners). Several publications are
available upon Tequest. Simon's Rock project staff were also .

initiators of a national network of Perl'y researchers'which has
been meeting annually for/the past three years. In January' 1.981
Simon's Rocksklosted a national conference called,he Casq for
Educaional Restructuring which was conceived as a result of the
FIPSE-funded study of the developmental needs of early college
students. The three-day conference i.las attended by educators,

a\
national policy-makerS, and representatives from found tions,
corporations', and accrediting agencies. A pUblication, f the
proceedings is available by writing: Nancy Goldberger, Simon's
Rock of Bard College, Great Barrington, MA 01230.

V
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

.

This project grew out of a felt .obligation of Simon's Rock
facul-ty and administration to gain a better understanding of the
cognitive and affective characteristics and patterns of growth of
their unusual student body. The College was founded in 1964 as
an experiment in education and was based on,the,assumptioh that
many young people are ready to gO to college earlier than the
traditional educational lockstep allows; after only two or three
years of high school. Students are admitted to the College's
two-year A.A. prograk or four-year B.A. ,program before reCeiving
a high school diploma; at an average age of sixteen to seventeen.
As originally conceived, Simon's Rock was founded as 4 codlege not
just for the intellectually p ecocicals but for any academically
able and serious student. H ever; Several years experience with
the diverse expectations, be aviors, and attitude of the relatively
young student body led faculty to the recognition that they needed
to.know a,great deal more about adolescent deve,loknent in order to
be truly responsive to-thelleeds of the studentS. :

_

It was at thiS point in 1978 that pro:posal wasapproVed %by
FIPSE'for- two-yea'r project which'would allow faculty to become
trained in developmental.theory and applications as,theY redesigned
courses and programs. A concommitant studant assessment program was,
undertaken to determine student positions with respect to cognitive,
moral, and ego development: The proj-ect.was formulated within the
cognitive-developmental paradigm since recent v.*k had indicated.
that cognitive-developmenta'l theory could be traliSlated into, a
viable educational ideology which eMphasized'not just intellectual
but psyChological and ethica3 'grow41 as well.:

.
An .ad.1itionaconsideration in undertaking this project was

our beliefthat Simon's Rock Early College was an ideal setting
for examining the.iMportant issue of-psychological vs. intellectual
readiness for college. . Recent statistics have shown that pie' age
range,spanned by.the college years is shifting downward aS well as
upward (i.e., adult education). We felt our explorations of the
role of education in the lives of students, the atalytid events
-11-4-t bring about change, and the processes by which enduring atti-
tudes,,values, and worid viewg'are formed; would have a generality
beyond.our college to any institutiOn -committed to studen-0-centered,
edue.a.t±on.

Over the coui:se of the two years of t4e pi-oject (1978-1980),
all faculty members and most of the administration-were introdUced
to developmental theory (Piaget, Perry, Loevinger, and.Kbhlbergl*
in a series of faculty workshops, led in sbme ca'ses by outside
consultants. Discussion centered on the relevance of de4e1opmental
theory to Simon's Rock educational concerns and ourriculuM planning
efforts. The in'terest generated at the early workshops Made it pos-
sible to involve An unexpectedly large number of faculty in the. pro-

a
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ject activities. Over the two year period, facultyfoi- faculty(
student working groups were, formed acrops disciplinary lines to
explore, from a developmental perspectiVe, such topics as: general

.education; student writing.problems; thd, teaching/learning process
in the classroom; women's studies;,faculty and,student evaluation;
freshman requirements; admissions criteria; residence hall programs,
and judicial actions.

Simultaneously with the:fadulty workshops and work groups,
'three faculty memhers respontible for'the student assessment pro-
gram collected information on ihe devielopmental characteristics of
the 1978 and 1979 ,freshMen and seniors. The 1978. freshman class
was followed through the end of their.dophOmore year to assess
changes in the structure of thought, sense of self, values, and 4

life priorities. A combination of paper and pencil 'tests and. in-
tensive interviews were' used. Results'from the student assessment
were reported to the faculty work groups as soon as passible, al-
though the lag time was often considerable due to the time required
for data collection and analysis.

BACKGROUND

'...Simon's Rock of Bard College was founded ip Great Barrington,
Ma:Ssachusetts, in 1964 as Simon's,Rock'Early.Collge. Our, affilia-..
-tion with Bard began in 1979. 'The,College accepts capable 10th arid
llth grade students into a college liberal arts program characterized
by small classes, extensive cpnt.act.with faculty in and out of the
classroom, and opportunities for independent work on'and off campus.
Students can elect an A.A. degree' after two years of study or'com-
-plete a B.A. degree in fOur years. The size of'the student body hds
Consistently been between 200 and 250 each-year with 6.0-70% females.

During the iifetime.of the pi-Oiect, the curriculum was organized
into six interdisciplinary majors with relatively few distribution
requirements. The 27 full-time faculty can be characterized as young,
dedicated to teaching, and accustomed to selS-examination and irinova-

,. ,.tion, Approximately 80% have Ph.D.S in their fields of specialty. ,

The faculty are qrganized according to major rather than'the more
traditional department structure. Indeed, many faculty members are
one person departments and teach a wide range of'courses uSusally
taught by separate individuals in more traditional settings. ,The
normal tdachingload is four courses,per 13.week semester and one
course offering-during a four-week Spring term. . Service on com-
mittees, advising, and supervising extracurricular activities round
out the institutional expectations. Most faculty would probably
describe their jobs as intense but quite rewarding. There i$ rio
-tenuee system although after five years at the.College the insti-
tution may offer a ten-year contract.

4

Because of Simon's Rock's unique position in higher education,
an'Offiee of Student "Evaluation was establaphed in 1973 to study the
cognitiveand affective development. of students and to determine some

'



of the factors 'underlying successful academic and social adjustment
at an early college,. Each year. from 1973 to 1478.studcints were
tested for critical thinking ability (the Watson-Glaser Test) and
ego development (Loevinger Sentence Completion Test). Prior to the
start of the FIPSE project, the Director of Evaluation, mho later
served as one of the project directors,"conducted workshops for
faculty -L) provide ip,formation about the Simon's Rock students.
These activities formed a-basis for the emphasis on developmental
descriptions contained in the project.

6ost'faculty.who participated in grant activities did net
receive release time. They continued primarily because a sense
of their own development as teachers was important to them. Per-
haps an additional factor involved the relatiye ease with which
courses can be modified, redesigned, or added to the curriculum
at Simon's Rock. Although new courses must be approved by the
Academic Policy and Planriing Committee, it often takes only a
semester to install a new course in the program. Departmental
politics is virtually absent and Communication among faculty is
remarkabl open. The project activities served to increase the
degree of ooperation among faculty who began to feel even more
comfortabl with oneanother as they shared ideas-about teaching.

Proje sactivities tended .to strbcture the already existing
faculty in erests in the nature of interdiScilAinary'education,
general education, andteaching problems related io the needs of
the early.college student. Workshops consistently drew 75% of the
faculty. A core of approximately 30% were more intimately involved
over the two year span and will probably,remain committed to a
continuing exploration of these critical issues. A core of faculty,
about 20%, evidenced little or no-interest in developmental theory
.or project activities.

RATIONALE. FOR PROJECT

The projert emerged gradually from.the efforts of an ad hot
committee which was given the-broad charge of reviewing the Simon's
Rock curriculum, In our discussions we hoped to define better the
Inl!'ture of intcrdiscip/inary study, clarify learning objectives
throughout ;the four-year seqbence leading to the B.A., and begin
to address the issue of a general education component in the'Simon's
Rock curriculum, It became clear that our discussions of such com-
plex issues 'should be informed by theoretical notions which, relate
directly to'the students themselves and we chose.to focus on the
developmental scheme outlined by William Perry in his book Forms
of Intellectual and Ethical Developmerit in the College Years.,

Perry's framework was immediately aappealing. As faculty, we 1

knew-that students differed but our.descriptive vocabulary was not
only weak but it also did not offer us means to effect.,changes in
the curriculum, ourselves, or our students. While not prescriptiVe,
Perry's scheme offered us a chance to escape the s'implistic labeling
of students as bright-dull, motivated-unmotivatcd, mature-immature.
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It helped us make sense of student diversity in ways Unrelated
,to traditional aptitude measures. -And it helped us understand
the wide range of reactions to ideas or assignments tihich we had,
often observed.

From past studies done by the,Office of Evaluation at Simon's
Rock-, we knew that a student's level of ego development (Loevinger)
could be an important predictor of academic and social.success. We
hoped to begin to understand the relationships between intellectual
development and ego development. We also became concerned with the
role of the curriculum _in supporting the development of moral
reasoning (Kohlberg).

Our focus on psychological'theories of intellectual, moral and
ego development appeared to be advantageous sinde: 1) all faculty
woxild agree that students are expected to develop in college, 2)°
'the notion of change as a progression through stages mitigates
against the use of labels which imply no possibilities for change,
and 3) the theories 'Suggest that growth occurs(when existing cog-
nitive and emotional structures,are challengedlin an environment
which provides support for the,student to procee'd to aa morc complex
understanding 6f higeelf and his world. We were also convinced that
ari,unir4'ormed vision of a,liberal arts educationi,general educatioh
or even a sequence of assignments,within a course might contribute
to an environment which, for some students, would encourage s-tatis
or,even regression in developmental terms.

---
Given that brief background, the problem8 addressed by thc

project can be best'appreciated by reviewing its intended outcomes.
We wished to accomplish the following: 1) obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the develorimental stdges of our students (Perry,
Ko)-berg, Loevinger) by means of an ascssment program of testing
and intervi67s; 2) track students on these measures, through their
sophomore year to explore the catalytic events.irn their lives
which they felt have contributed to their-intellectual growth and
their sense of identity; $) determine the kinds of academic and
extracurricular experiences best suited to students at different
lbvèls of development; 4).determine how developmental theory can
help faculty organize their observations about students and make
reasonable adjustments in teaching style arid course content; and
5) suggest modifications in the academic program and, cocurricular
activities which take account of cognitive, mor4 and ego develop-
ment. In-broad terms there were three major interrelated components
to the project: 1) student assessment, 2) fauttlty development, and
3) curriculum development.

PROJECT DESCRIPTTON

The project operated with a.totalf budget of $95,000 over the :
two-ye r period ($45,000 in Year 1; $50,000 in Year 2). One of
the ma or expenditures of the grant wds for salaries (release timc)'
of the ersonnel who initiated and supervised the grant activities.

)
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The di,rectoT of The grant was the College's Director of ,Student
Evaluation.and member of the Social Science faculty who devoted
half-time to theJprojt in the first year and full-time th
second year (ha her saslary the second year was contributed by
Simon's Rock). The co-director was a member of the Svcial Science
faculty who s)ent, half-time on the grant (a quarter-of his salary
was contrib4ted by Simon's Rock). A member of' the Humanities
faculty spent half-time the first'year 'and a quart&r, time the
second year. Thiese three persons were responsible for all of the
student ,assessment program (testing, interviewing, scoring, and
data'analysis) and for organizing the faculty development activi.-
ties. They also.participated in most o the curriculum and program
development activities during the two-year period.,

Student Assessment

The theoretical ftramework fox', the assessment approach, and
indeed for all of:the grant activities, was cognitive-developmental,
as elaborated in the work of Fjaget, Kohlberg, perry, and Loevinger.
The basis of the cognitive-developmental position is the principle
of cognitive stages which states that 1) there are qualitatively
different modes of thinking at different ages, .2) that these'dif-
ferent modes of thought form an invari'ant sequence of stages in
individual develppment, and, while cultural factors may speed up,
'slow down or stop development, they (IQ hot change its sequene.e,
and 35' the'stages arc hieraTchically organized in that each stage
stems from the previous stage and prepares the way for the subse-
qd6-nt stage. As opposed to maturatipnal theories of.development
which stress a gradual unfolding of innate potentialities, and,
enVironmenta1 theories which stressQstimulus contingencies which
leaa=to the learning of socially-approved modes of behavior, cog- ft,

nitiVe:-delopmeptal theory is based on the premise that cognitive
and affedrkte structures emerge from the interaction. of the in-
dividual'and:-±he environment tinder conditions that foster,6r. allow
growth and change., From this perspective, the functionM educ-ation_
is not simPly th6'direct transmissidn of cultural information and
rules (the environmentglist position) or the provision-of a free t.
and permissive cliffiate twhich inner abilities and vitues w131
unfold (Che maturationist pOsition). The cognitive-developmentali ts;,
giveh tlieir assumption of a naturar'Sequence 'of intellectual a'nd
,morai stages, cla4+,pat the aim Of edutation should be the stim-.
ulation of the ne>;k: Step o4- development: Adequate stimulation for
any individual requires an understanding of the indiv3dual's stage
of.functioning, challenge to the existing structures ahd aS"sumptions
ii-i?an atmosphere of support, and-exposure toodes of thought one
Step beyond 1:he itdividual's own level.

.
.

'

In this project ap'proximately $12,000.of the.tchal budget"mas
,Spent'on student assessment. htota:rof 6.7 freshmen (45 in 1978
. and 22, in 197-9) partIcipateTiArthe intenz-Jivc'develoimental a6scss-
mInt during their first'scmester at SiMori's Rock. Of the 4.stu-
dents from the 1978 freshman class of 64 students, 3jItexe tracked
.for one,year'and4,18 werc tracked for two years, thatlis2 until .-the'
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end of their sophomore year. Studenf attrition from the assessment
project can be accounted for as follows: 16 students left Simon's

. Rock before the end of their -sophomore year, 3 student& refused to
participate after initial testing, and the remainder were dropped
from the samPle because of scheduling troblems or equipment failure.

A total of 12 seniors out of,a possible 24 from the classes of .

1978'and 1979 were given the assessment interviews and tests. In

general, it proved to be more diffAult to arrange interviews 'Fith
the seniors than the lower classmen because of their heavier sched-
ules. Seniors also tended o request more extensive ihformation
about the objectives of the project,-the Way in which the data
wieuld be used, and feedback about our interpretation of thei'r
developmental status. We found that tlie best strategy for enlisting I
student participation, whatever their year in college, in a project.
such as this 'was to be straightforward about our motives, the theo- ,

retical framework, and the results of the indiVidual assessments.,
8tuOents, atQleast at Simon's Rock, are resistant to being used as
"guinea pigg" and are most receptive when treated as 6ollaborators
rather th(in research st/bjects.

The following developmental imformation was obtained from par-
ticipating students:

1) Eg,o develcapmentaa stage determilled by means ,ofthe
Locvinger (Washington Gniver.c,ity.). Sentence'. teMPletion
Test. Thias'a 45 minute paper-and-pencil test that
must be'scod by trained raters.' ATI incoming stu-
dents in 1976 and 1979 took this test..

2) Formal thinking as measured by the. Watson-Glaser Test
of ,Critical Thinking, a paper-and-pencil test which
takes approximately one hour to'complcte. All in-
coming 'students in 19.76'an4 1979 took this test.'

.

- 3) "Tormal thinking as meas,ured by the.Universit, of
. Nebraska/Lincoin ADAPT test. This paper-and-pencil

-test was given to the freshman class of 1978 but '

dropped the second year because Of redundancy ana'
unreliable scorint.;

4) Perry stage of intellecNal developmenT as determined
by a speclly designed student two-hour i.ntenview
(see Appendix A). ..1Special questions w,ithin our in-
terview wexe 'drawn from a Perry interview designed
*by Clinchy nad'Zimmerman aft WelleSley, College. The -

designation of a Perry stage was made by three in-
c. dependent, frained,interview raters from Simon's Rock:

Disdrepancies were 1"esolyoe0 by discussion. The inter-
, View was chosen over ther-commonly usedyerrj paper-
and-peneal measure developed by Knefelkamp at Univer7
sity ol Marylanq known as the MNIWI because we had.
found in an earlier study that the KNIWI und&retsti-
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mat ed) stage'Tosition. The interview also elicited
far.richerrinforinati,on on student attitudets, and
thinking p'rbeeSses and was, more appealing to the
students,themselves. We now have Perry change
scores'on 33 students over a one-yea_perioil and
18 s-eudents over a two-year period.

5) Sta ge of moral reasoning as determined b .he s-ban-
dard Kohlberg interview on.hypothetical moral dilem-
mas. *ThKohlberg section of the two-hour interview e
was scored On 45 freshmen from 1978 and on the 18
students who were reinterviewed at the end of their
sophomore year.

6) Learning style as measured by the Omnibus Personality
Inventory (OPI). This hour-long.paper-and-pencil test'
was only introduced into the assessment battery in .
1979 as a result of Simon's Rock participation in a
nationAl consortium'of oo11eges involyed in student/
faculty development activ'ties under the Aireption of

-

Mildred Henry at New College'of CalifOrnia and Joseph
Katz of,SUNY/Stony Brook.,All indoming freshmen in_
1979 took the OPI. Rdsults from the student OPIs -
were the basis for formation of student/faculty dis-
cussion groups to..be described later under Faculty.
Development.

- The Student assessment program was one of the most in.formative
and personally gratifying aspects orthe grant aetivities"for those
faculty who were responsible for it. Unfortunately, as, origirially
conceived, only 3-TacuYty were budgetted to do the assessments; th'e
bulk of the faculty heard about the results second-hand. In retro-
spect; had more fatulty been responsible for stUdent interviewing,
not only could it have-been completed sooner, but the faculty the.m-
selves could not help but be changed and enriched by exposure to
students in.the interview setting. We now find ourselves in the
position of having a wealth of fascinating data on students which
iS just being completed and compiled and only three persons who are
truly aware of its value.

Somd of the main results from the student assessment, and gen=
eralizations_relating developmental status of students to educa-:
tional programming Can be pound-in, the Quteomes seciion qf this
peport.

.17cultY DevelOpment

.ApproXiMately *8,000,..of the two-year .budgct.went to faculty
workshops and-consultants.' 1Perhaps the Jnosl important qonsidera-
ion in designing develdpmcntally-bascd educational programs con-
cerns the faculty,development,that precedes planning. Too Often
faculty'members at the college levO_ assUme that the Students who
reach their classroams are already capabio of criti,cal thought and .
able to deal with whatevep'level ot abstraction.and theory the in-
structor feels is appropriate to the qourse Objectives. If stu-

...
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\dents are not thinking critically; faculty tend to relegate the
problem tc\remediation instructors. Similarly, asking faculty
to become sensitive to, and cope with, students' struggles with
identity or values dilemmas is asking them to step into territory
usually reserved for college counselor or Dean of Students, and
many colle e instructors retreat from such psychologically-tinged
involvemen k s with students. Thus, the first question in planning

.

faculty.pro rams fodused on ,student development is how best to
introduce the topic and the theory in order to stimulate meaning- i

ful discdssion and
ft
minimal resistance.

At Simonds- Rock, we were fortunate in having a faculty who
had already had sOme'exposure to developmenital theory and applica-.
tion because of earlier studies by the Office-of Student Evaluation.

-

The projedt directors did not*have to work hard to elicit intere§t
arld commitment tO the grant activities. Over the twoS years, how-
ever,,faculty interesirt in the project fluctuated and took unexpected
turns so that the,outcomes of the pripject were somewhat different ".

from those anticipated. A chronoloA,of the various faculty devel-
'opment activities can beSt describe the vicissitudes of translating
develovilental theory into practice.

A

Year One. An August 1978 workshop attende&by the entire
/teaching faculty at Simon's RoSc introduced the propOsed project
-activities. The major developmental stage theories.(Perry-,' Kohl-
berg, aRd Loevinger) were reviewed. Discussion center:ed on the
relevance of developmental,theory to Simon's Rock educational
concerns and curriculum planning efforts. It is important to
note that mostfaculties tend to respond more favorably toyerry's
theory, than to Kohlberg and Loevinger, since his descriptive scheme
focu.ses on student attitudes and behavior that are apparent in any
co:lege classroom. Perry's framework for understanding student .

differences organizes, for most people, things they alreaay know
but often poorly understand or cannbt articulate. In addition,
his scheme describes the developmental course in the maturation
of thought and thus gi'ves clues as to what has preceded and MaY
'follow in the process of growth.

°Following' the introductory workshop, a group of'six faculty
(from Mathematics, Environmental Studies, Political Science,
Psychology, Literature, and Art) began meeting each week with the
projeet directors. Initially, the instructors observed sttldents
in their class.e;p in an effort to observe behaviors which qould he
related to Perry 'stages. The exchange of these observations proved
to be a valuable exercise which served to focus our attention on
'student differences-in classes. It was a supportive atmosphere
which facilitated he exchange of problems (many of which, the
faculty discovered, were held in common) abd of possible solutions.
Some faculty made minor revisions in the nature of class assignments
or course content on the basis of these discussions. Each member
of this core group of faculty began to report back to their respec-
tive divisions, and through the divisional meetings, part of the
agenda for the;next workshop evolved.



.- In January 2979, twenty faculty (out of 27),atteended a two-day. -
..,workshop which included two outside consultants::-.Mildred Heiwy from -
*w^College of California and the FIpSr-funded PAIDEIA project, and

-sCharles Hoffman of SUNY/Stony Brook from their FIPSE-funded Master
-Learner project. Ms. Henry spoke about her work on student develop-.
ment and learning styles and Dr.. Hoffman spoke about his experiences
with the general education and related Master Learneil programs at,
Stony Brook. There were also reports from the divis.ioils on the '

s.tatus of divisional efforts to incorporate developmental theory
in curriculum planning. The Science division led a discussion of '
the developmental differendes between Pre-medical and Environmental
Studies majors and asked whether these differences were being ad-
dressed in the classrooms Sobial SCience focused On the nature of
developmental.changes and asked whether these changes were refLected
in our.senior. year expectations; Arts and_Aesthetics discussed the
issue of student subjectivity'as a teaching problem; and English,
instructors considered the content vs.- process issue in the selec-
tion of reading assignments, and began a discussion of student
writing problems in,zan effort to discover whether these problems
were developmentally. based.

. --
, .

Four major issu6 emefted from the Ja-rittary workshop: 1) liovi

can a growing knowledge of student development inform discussiOns
on general education, 2) are there developmentally based oblectives7
for 100-level through 400t-level courses, 3) hem can an intti4ution
provide opportunities for construCtive feedback to indivic;lual faculty
members concerning developmentally based teac ng problems, 40 4)
how are studept writing problems related to developmental state.

By the end of the first 'year of the grant, almost.one-2-half-of
the Simon's Rock faculty were actively working,together on these
questions. Although interest in general education.and student
writing was high; faculty attention at this point Was greatly di-
verted by the merger of Simon's Rock ,and Bard College and the sub-
sequent introduction of a new Trantitional ffi'tudies Program (TSB)
for ninth graders (pre-collegiate) which was,to be developed apd
in place by the coming fall. ..

.
. )

',. f
Year-Two. We began the 1979 Fall semester with a faculty'

workshog focuSed on general'education and development. Mildred
'Henry was our outside consultanp. The TIPSE,committee On general
education reported to the faculty the results of a survey, of faculty
attitUdes about general education dt Simon15=1Z8pk. The survey indi-
cated that there was a good deal of cOnsensiTs that some kind of '.
'general educatoiton core program waS desirabgle but there Was the.
-usual #versity on what the content of sucli* program should include .
We did agree that the best planning was prdbably going to proceed in
the smaller groups of faculty who were, most committed to the idea.
Developmenial guidelines were preapred for th4 general,education
planning group (Appendix B). '

/ A winter writing workshop for faculty was held ii january .

1980., An outside consultarit, Eloise Blanpied from Ithaca College,
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reported On her FIPSE-funded writing project and began the discus-
ion sudent writing development. 'As a result of this workshop,
a writing clinic was set up for faculty that met.during the spidng
of 1980 under the qpirection of two of our FIPSE staff from psychol-
ogy, and'humanities. The participants, approximately one7quarter of
the full-time faculty', brought in writing assignments and'samples
of student work for group discussion. Discussion topics included:
subjectivity/objectivity in student papers; problems in organization
and development of arguments; stvizture and spacing.of writing
assignments; a3d the evaluation of assignments.

Another aspect,of faculty development activities grew out of .

our participation in the Hdnry-Katz FIPSE-funded PAIDEIA project. -
Having included the OTnibus Persondlity Inventory in the 1979 fresh-
men assiessment battery, we selected approxiMately 20 of these fresh-7
men from five different courses to meet bi-wgpekly with the course
instructor and a faculty member who was audi5ting the course. these,
five small groups of faculty and students met throughout the academic
year to talk about the teaching/learning process. FacUlty and stu-
dents shared'their own OPI results with each other SO, that group
drscussions could focus on differences in iptellectual style, aca-
demic motivation,-assumptions about the nature of knbwledge, and
mutual expectations,in the classroom. The faculty auditor who
attended the class regularly,. met periodically with individual
students and the cource ingtruCtor tq offer constructive feedback
'about the class. This kind c1 interaction among faculty ahd stu-
dents has been so successful that we are considering continuing the
small group meetings with new faculty/student participants in the
future. A

Curriculum and Program Development

Beginning as early as the Fall of 1978, faculty began to use,
their new understanding of student development to modify their own
courses. Some faculty adopted some of Kohlberg's techinques for
stimulating moral discussions around the moral dilewas that gre
out of,the codrSe content, for inst'ance, the ethical controversies

. in Environmental Studises, Political Science, and Human Biology.
everal facUlty made dramatic changes in the degree of structure
apd support provided in their introductory courses'Imore detailed .

sydlabi, eiplicit deadlines, shorter and more frequent assignments,
minimal vseof texts 4hich survey contradictory theories without
analysis or synthesis, use of exercises to promote self-reflection .

ip Studentso_frequent.feedb4iCk with individually tailored,assign-
Tents when pos-Sible): --Faculty also reported.that one of the pene-
fitscof a developmental perspective was that it made them more
sensitive to students in claSsroom discussions and advising ses-
'sions (that is, more aware of how a student's commerits and
behavior emerge from'his'epistemology). ,Facuity reported, as a
general rule, that.partiCipation in the F1PSE activities had made
'them more effecfive teachers, advisors, and mentprg. However,
faculty did occasionally express frustration over.having.no clear .

ideas, gUidelines, or (at worst) "cookbook" for tranglating deVel-
,
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opmental,Aeory into Practice. It,is probably true that any '
faculty, deliberately setting out to use developmental theory

. in.educational planning, has some unrealistic visions of an .

ultimate product. In a project such as this one, alihough
there are "products" to point to, we feel that the most profound
effdcts involved transformations in individual perspectEves on
what teaching and learning is All about,that, at best, it is a
humane, mut11y rewarding, and growth inducing process for all
involved:

41

OUTCOMES

Student DeveIopment--,,--------
;

At Simon's Rock, we have tUrned to developmental theory to
he,ap us understand how students think during the collee years.
One such scheme was introduced by William Perry, a psychologist.
at Harvard. Perry's workyepresents, in part, an extension of
Piaget's concern for cOgnitive development up to'the yeak,s of
earlyg,hdoleS'eence and the.attainment of formal thought. .Perry
descilibes the changes -- both dramatic and subtle in college
students' assumptions about the origins of knowledge and values
and the eventuar,formation of personal commitments in a pluralis-

,t,ic society-. HeObialines a movement across nine positions or
stages from a position of "dualism" where the student views the
world in pctarities of right/wrongi we/they, and good/bad, and
believes in external authority as the fountain of truth. The
highest stages are the "relativistic" positions where all knowl-
edge and values are seen as contextual or relafivistic within
whichaffirmation of personal identity and commitment evolve.
In,the process of moving from dualiSm to relativism', students
pass through intermediate "multiplistic" positions-where faith
in authority is shaken as a result of the'increasing awareness
of diversity of opinion and multiple perspectives on,the good
and the ,right. It is only gradually that a student comes to
understand that.authorities may not have the right answers, that
experts 'may disagree, that the old formula of honest, hIrd work
does not.necessarily result in good grades, and although profes-
sors acknowledge varying opinions, soMe of them evaluate and grade
as though 'their owri opinions are "right." Crowing through these
stagesof doubt and &xpei;imentation can be stressful as anyone
knows.who has foimd,his own ideas and values:crumbling around him.

While moving through the intermediate, "multiplistic" stages,
there thay be periods ofrebellicin against authority as the individ-
ual begins to grow beyond dependence. Sometimes this reStiveness
may,be antisodial, and educators,.parents, and other "authority
figures" have 'to weigh carefully those adolescent actions which
represent,legitimate exploratory self-expressign and thobe which
areso antisocial as to warrant punishment. Often students in
the,middle stages will,have trouble seeing the distinction be-
t*een a mere opini6n and a carefully_supported opinion. They will

"
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,argue recklessly oe claim that.4ere is no right';&r wrong; ever
thing is simply'a matter of opinion.

Refusal to judge others and insistence on "doing your own
thing" are popular manifestations of multiplistic thinking. Just
as the person et this stage sees no valid grounds on'which to
evaluate the beliefs and behavior of others, so too does he retreat
from an arialytical, evdluative approach po ideas, often adopting an
anti-intellectual stance in the classroom.

The following figures represent the percentages of our student
'6ample at the four main Perry-stage positions as scored from our
interviews. Sixty-seven were interviewed et the beginning oftheir
freshman year tholIgh only eighieen were,intervieVed through the end,,

of -thesophOmore-' ar.

Dualis Multiplist ''.-Pre-rel. Rel.

, n=67 Freshman 25 39

n=31 tnd Freshman' - 6 45

'n=16 End Sophomore '5. 26
.

27

29

26

9

. 19

-42
. ,

. A1though one-quvter bf our sample were scared Perry dualists at
entrance, 'by. ete en'd of the freshman year, ipany had moved tothe,
multiplistic stage. The major shift during the second year Of
college appears to involve shiftk from the multiplistic and pre-
relativistic stages in'to relativr'sm.

, v ,

The moVement through stage positions can be seen more easily . .

in Figure 1 for S1 students for whom we have at least two interviews;
18 of those,Students were also interviewed at the ..11c1 of their sopho-
more year.-In this figure, the major stages are broken down into
sub-stages; iWo scores indicate a transition between stages with the .

minor score In parentheses (for example, a 4(5) score indicates that
a student'at,Position 4 is beginning the transiAon into Poition 5).
Regression in fiye students ip,dndicated 'by an arrow. FoUr studentS
who were below-the stage of cpmmitMent failed to advance as.a result
of one year of college while .iwo students remained at their'entel-ing
poitio'n after two years of college work, Of the students who
reached the stage'of relativiSism at the end of one or two years,
all had entered -at least at -6he higher multiplistic stages and all'

.. except one were scored dt,ypre-relativiStic stage at feast once
prior to their final interview. Most students,advanced one full

,.'stageper year '
, - .

;We also obtained OPI infbrmation Tor a small samiqe of students'
fOi. whom. Perry stage scores wereavailable.- As_a group, dualists
scored lowest on all intellectual scales-which measure reflective
thinking, appreciat±on of complexity, as well as "a tendency to or-
sanize within known categorle.s of thought, and:perception of,an
estlietic dimension. They scOred'16west on autonomous thinking and

- dispi.ayed a closed emotional pattern Which, taken'together with .

_ .

, .-
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,

theirtintelltctual profile, suggests a decreased willingness to
take ;tisk& and to expaore. They also, scord4 lowest on the

.

altruiS.m.-
dimenlion aA.I highest on the scale which indicaIes a tenderfy.to
approach nevi experience with an eye toward a more practidal out-

.

come:

Conversely, a small graup of relativists combirled an appreci-
ation . for tomplexity with an ability to reflect about thought, a
,high level of autonomous thinking, and a willingness to take risks
and ex21ore areas without the necessity of their leading to some
practical outcome. As a group, these students most resembled the
composite faculty OPI profile.

Our information concerning ego develoRment (Loevinger) is not
longitudina since most .''-tudents appeared relucant to take the
tesLat the end of their sophomore year. We grouped the stages

'7 for our freshmen into three major categories: 1) Pre-conformist
which includes Loevinger's impulsive and self-protective stages
where impulses are acted upon rather than controlled for the sake
of social order and thrilting is'stereotyped, simplistic and dichot-
omous; 2) Conformist which includes the conformist and transitional
self-aware stages where there is an emphasis on conformity to group
standards and values, and'a preoccupation with social acceptability
and appearance; and 3) Post-conformist whicit includes Loevinger's
conscientious, autonomous, and integr'ated stages where there is an./
increasing concern fox self-evaluated standapds apdinternally de-
fined goals. The fo1l6wing figures refer/to the pei4ter4ages of our
male and female freshmen at entrance:

Pre. Conf. Post.

Female 2 61 ?7

Male 23 68 :9

We have consistently been impressed with the relationship
between developmental levels (Perry, Loevinger) and success in
school. Figure 2 compares developmental levels and SAT'scores
as predictors of first-semester GPA. While there is a relation-
ship of SAT to GPA, high-Perpy scores predict higher GPA,while
low Loevinger scores prediat low GPA relative to SAT. We do not
find a lineaf relationship between the two developmental measures.
One factor Which app6ars to preclude such a correlation results
when many'stuents al: Perry's 4MC stage are scored as Loevinger
Pre-conformists.: We have only recently begun examining all of
these factors with respect to Kohlberg stages.

CuriculuM Development

The influence of Perry's work is clear in much of the cUrriculum
planning at Simon's Rock. The common goal is to help studentsmovb

' away from simplistic, absolutist thinking, and away,from the "multi-
plistic dalemma" of believing that allDpinions are equally valid, a

-V
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PREDICTORS OF FIRST SEMESTER GRADE POI,NT AVERAGE

2.
Simon'e Rock of Bard gonegli,

15.

SAT SCORES (Veibalgand Math Combined)

1

1100+Freshmen 990 990-1090

1977-78 2.13 (C) 1.84 t(C-/C), . 2.69 03-)
1978,-79 2,35 (C+) 2.48.(C+/B-1 295 (B),
1979-80 257 (C+/B-). 2.56 (C+/B-) 2.61 (B-/C+)

PERRY SAGES
'44

Freshmen Dualist -- MultiOlist, Relativist
1

1977-78 1.68 (C-) 2.20 (Ct) 3.40 (B+)
1978-,79 2.43 (C+) °2.58 (C+/B-) 2.74 (B-/B)
1979-80 2.21 (C+) 2.26 (C+) -3.30 (B+)

7.
LOEVINGER EGO STAGES

Freshmen PreConformist 'conformist PostConformist

1977-78 1.16 (D) 2.38 (C+) 2.55 (C+/B-)
1978-79 2-.11 (C) 2.67 (B-) 2.39 (C+)
1979-80 1.71 (C-) 2.68 (B-) 2.76 (B-/B)

J



position:leading to irresponsibly sdbjecti )noices...'yhat feels
,right to,,me." Stated positively, the educati nal goal is Perry.'s
"contextual relativism," a recognition that clfficult questions
have multiple answers but that within suc ativism one can
nonetheless make reasonable choices and f rMulate enduring cOm-
mitments.

Planning,the Curricu/um. .Every year some proportion of our
entering freshmen class, usually less.than 25%, can be described
as not yet,fully formal in logical thinking; conformists who are
overl9 reliant.on and susceptible to externally-derived standards
and mores; Kohlberg and, in Perry's terms, dualists. Classroom
Observations by.our faculty have shown that'students classified .

as dualists dislpay the need for structure (that is, lecture as
opposed:to discussion) which, from,thb students' point of view,
should also provide4)le right answers. Such students are often
confused by contradiaory information and are particularly upset
when the professor's lecture diverges from the textbook. ,They
are very critical of some textbooks, such as those which are so
frequently found in the social sciences, in which an.array of
theories is presented without any direction as to how to choose
the "right" theory. Team-teaching is a problem for these students
since they do not know.which teacher is tit true authority.' They
are insecure in their own views, often very quiet in class, and A

haVe a great deal of difficulty accepting the distinction between
quell* as opposed to quantity-of performance.0 In a course which
emphasizes-relativistic thinking, these students may try to learn
what the :eeacher wants, but'are unable to formulate general rules
for quality arg entation. Their inability to succeed is often- '

blamed.on the te cher who they feel should supply answers which
the student can earn. We have found that_dualistic students
gnvitate tq, sc encé and math where they feel right answei.s can
be found. Too often teaching in the sciences reinforces this il-
'lusion by its over-emphasis on logical.proof and experimental
method and not on the context for scientific thought. Dualistic
students tend to avoid.the social scig6es and the humanities
which they perceive as arbitrary, dis ganized, and even
threatening. During an interviewi-one pre-med student spoke
of dropping introductory sociOlogy, saying:

I'm scared of social scienCe'courses.
I haven't learned how to approach them...

- Who's to say what is right apd what isn't;
$ ence is more exact.

Surprisingly, sub ectivism in,the arts iS not as dis-Eurbing to
dualistic student \since they consid6r painting, dance, or musib
to be a purely pri:ate experience), thus a'legitimate undertaking.

I

The need for certainty' may also inflUence the social behavior
of these students.' They tepd to have,stereotyped attitudes abOut
acceptable behavior and to di 'de the world o in and out,group's.
The social ancriintellectual d rSity cori5r ted ror the first time
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at corld-ge,<may be eye-opening nd liberating for some students,
but, for others, may lead to a tendeneY'to cling to 4piliar social '
groups and values.

In planning.a curriculum for students at the duaggtic stage,
educators should be responsive both to the intellectual limitations;
that is, the concreteness, passiVity, 'and either-or thinking, and
tO the personal insecurity over venturing into-unknown territory.
As the student is challenged with!diversity of opinionand multiple
perspectives, he must b'e offerea concurrently structure, direction,4
and emotional support. Instructors should not expect students to
work independently; they need guidance, frpquent assignments and
feedback, clearly articulated objeetiVes for the course and clasS
assigpments, _end if at.all: possible,,one-on-one debriefing sessiong;
after eacii assignment;

;

These students indeed need to begin to deal with issues con- .

cerning Values, choice,*and responsibility but first in their daily
life and in their immediate community. Theiy education should be .

concrete and personal; it should-include "handg-on" experience,
field and community.-based projects, .group assignments (as long as
attentitn is given to group proCess), campus committee participa-
tion,.volunteer programs, Work/study programs. Skills development
should be sub,sumed as a part of the over-all curricular emphasis on
thinking about alternatives and choice. ,

The second category of stndentstare those who can be clagsified
as Perry multiplists. At Simon's Rock and probably at other litleral
arts colleges, this is the modal position for freshmen students.
Approximately 60-70% of our students'are in this category. The'
multiplistic stage is a period of transition,Jor the student --
ofian tressful as old assumptions crumble, eften exhilerating,las
the student realizes he is no longer dependgnt on authoritS, to sup-
ply the answers. However, when a sti.Nent begins to view all knowl-
edge as;simply a matter of opinion, he:becomes less and less willing
to move beyond intuitive, subjectiVe arguments. Simon'Ps Rock seems
to attract, multiplists, ,students/who aneady see thelpselves a,,s out-
df-the-mainsti.eam, independent, uniquejAividuals. Unlike dualists,
they no longer mimic the teacher's opinims, but often insist that
the-students' opinions cannot be judOn inferior to the teacher's.
However,.they are not yet able to ma.,6 distinctions based,on quality.
The more oppositional students at this stage can be vocal and domi-
nvring,in,class, and instructors see them.as hostile, opiniona ed,
undisciplines, and disorganized. Paced:with an essay question çor
reading assignment or discussion topic) requiring a Critique-of two
or more,00ntradietory theories; the student multiplist takes a
cafeteria approach to ideas, selecting what feels right and di -
missing 'the rest as ,"somebody else's bag:". As one might expect,
grading and evalua:tion are suspect since, to the'student, it's
simply a matter of opinion.

, A skills-oriented áurriculum promoting the deVelopment of
critical thought seems ideal for thib group;,the pedagogical focus
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should be On the dilemma of subjeet2vity. The nstructor should .

be prepare,d,o challenge unsupported opinion- at .every turn, in
clasSroom diScussion and written work. Assignments should be
designed with the explicit objective of helping students'learn
to recognizOipre-suppositions in argliments and to distinguish
relevane4 f, m irrelevance? A thorough grounding in the logic
of one theor pr point of view should be insisted upon-before the
student is alt wed to compare one the.ory with another. The point
should continU ly be made to the student that, until he under:-
stands the con xt for a particular point of view, choice among
points of view' s irresponsible, However, the,instructor should
also be prepare, to cope with the emotional resistance when'the
multiplistic stCent is asked to evaluate or judge ideas, people,
'and,,arguments. Ai.es non-judgmental stance seems, to him, .the only
rational and legiWimate position possible, and, even though he may
be troubled by hiSown conclusions, he may cling toltkam.

It is during *le process of learning the internal logic of
major systems of tilought, of becoming thoroughly ..cquainted with
sveral theoleticalperspectives on the same issue, that an epis-
temological "flip",60 occur. As Perry puts it, the student 4Degins
to realize that contextual relativism is not so much as Case of
"how they want us tcAthin0 as "how the world is." Ideas can be
compared as contextUgd and better-worse, rather than right-wrong.

Ihis coMparison of interpretations and
" thought-Systems with one another intro-
duces meta-thinking, the cApacity to think
about thOught, including one's own. Theo-
ries becoMe not truth, but metaphors or
'models, approximating the order of observed
data and experience. (Perry)

Few students enter,Simon's Rock already on the other side of
the epistemological shift; that is,,.we have almost np freshmen
rdlativists. Perry, how0er, reports that a number of freshmen
come to Harvard having ma:cle the transition. In any event, by the
junior and senior years,' xlrobablY most students in liberal arts
colleges are beginning to think relativistically. What are rela-
tivists like as students?. At Simonls Rock, faculty perceive them
to° be responsive to criticism and able to use criticism in creative
achievement rather titan blindly aácepting or 1"ejecting a teacher..'s
arguments. These students tend to view structure in a course as a
springboard rather -than a liMit to inquiry. They enjoy lecture
courses as well as seminars, -although they express annoyance at
the naivete of dualists and the diversionary tactics of multiplists
in classroom discussions. One gets the iMpression, reading profes-
sor's comments about relativistic students, that they are markedly
different from the rest of the class: mature, serious, and delighted
by scholarship. Since most of us would probably agree that a class
full of relativistic students is close to ideal, one might womder,
if, from the student's point of view, conteXtual relativism iS ex-
perienced as the ultimate in intellectual and personal growth. Our
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interviews with students suggest not. Once again, the dilemma of'
choice emerges 'as a profound and disturbing proccupatiori. Whereas,
for dualists, exposure to intellectual and social diversity simply
open them up to the possibility of choice in their lives, for
relativists, the dilemma is the choice among multiple Conte4ts. .

As Perry and Erik Erikson have pointed out,.the successful arrival
sat'Personal identity and meaning in one's life involves a coMmit-'
men;t with relativism, that is, the act of faith, the affirmation
.of personal choices,'after the long and stressful perio4.of detach-
ment, doubt, and awareness of alternatives.

A humanities-oriented general edubation curriCulum can' play
an important part in the personal evolution of the unden-graduate
relativist. Having accepted the "revolutionary perception of the
general relatiVism of all knowledge" (Perry),.the student is ripe
for the study of.lasting human values and., for the first time, is
able to evaluate critically the historidal, sociocultural, and
individual contexts in which Values and commitments are formed.
The relativist, of all the categories of students discussed; can
truly benefit from and contribute to inter-disCiplinary discussions
about social problems anq world future. He is not only.capable of
dealing with he'internal logic and methods of proof within any ,

disciplinary/perspective, but also of tolerating tlAe many questions
that disciplines can provide no answers to. As students begin to
,work but their own commitments through the study of .the fioWand
fluctuation of vaaUes, they will also begin to confront what Perry
calls "the dialectical logic in commitments" that iS, the "para-
doxical to be both wholehearted and tentative."

Class Size. The size of a class is a highly significant factor
from a developmental point of view.. Obviousay, the size of the coi-
lege or university will dictate, to some exten,t, the size of classes
and the possibilities for student-teacher interaction. The faculty
member teaching a class ok 250 cannot be expected to iet to know
each student individually. ,However, developmental theory suggests]
that the most valuable learning tak4 place wlfen the itudent is able
to take an active partin the classoom process, that is,,twheal one
can challenge aftd be challenged by others, can participate in group '

problem-solving,, can dream up and test hypotheses. The large lecture
class, igith little opportunity for questions, let alone discussion,
is developmentally disasterous for some kinds''.of students. 4

The Perry dualist will feel .comfortable with the lectu're form'at
but twill tend to take class.notes furiously so as not to miss the
wards of "truth" eterging from "authoritY's" mouth; he will not
question and 'may never see the value,of placing the "facts" of -ehe
course in a larger context or system of thought. The PerrY multi-
pliSt may either begin to, feel constrained by the lecture format
vand begin to cut class -- or will demonstrate the "cafeteria ap-
proach" to knowledge: take what appeaas to me and forget the
rest." l'he subjectivity and personal dogma of the multiplist cannot
beschalldnted in a large'lecture. And a relativist also needs a
forum in which to discuss and critique the c'ompeting viewp4nts he
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Ls '-hrying io evaluate. Thu'S, from the developmental perspective,
virtually .no one profits from large classes. Some would even
argue, that such "education" isn't education for development at
all.

Assignments. When it comes to course planning, our findings
suggest that-most college-teachers need to review the nature, num-
ber, and rationale behind specific assignments all the way from
freshman year to senior graduatioA. Once students' developmental
levels are known (if not individually, at least as a group), faculty
must'concern themselves with the degree of match or mismatch between
their expectations of students and the students' actual development

For example, entering freshmen who are Perry dualists would be
baffled by an essay question requiring a critique of two or more
contradictory theories. Such questions are favorites in-social
science courses which thrive on disagreement. The dualist looks
for certainty and expects the te er to provide it. The-allegedly
more precise natural sciences ma ove more attractive to-the dual-
ist than the messy, ambiguous, re tivistic humanities.

A multiplistic student faced with the same essay question (or
reading assignment or discussion topic) selects what feels right
and expresses little interest in conflidting views or evidence. The
relativists in the class may find the assignment appropriately chal7
lenging,- but their dualist and multiplistic colleagues may frustrate
them, making discussion very difficult and tense. The pedagogical
problem for the instructor with such a mixture of students at dif-'
feren-, points in te.velopment is considerable.

Individually tailored assignments are'one successful strategy
for this situation -- class size permitting. Another is small group
digcussion of the student essays. The resulting exposure to other
modes ,of thinking,.the challenge to clarify one's own opinion, to
tolerate*others, to disagree productively -- all these experiences
provide crucial stimuli for growth.

Advising. The adVising process is (ill too often overlooked
as an educational opportunity for the students and faculty involved.
Most students view athrising as a chance to discuss with an informed
adult their explicit questions about academic decisions: how to
select courses, to evaluatia.hearsay about teachers, to choose a
major, to estimate graduate sChool possibilities, to make long term
plans for employment.

But implicit questions are often present too. An unfocused
student, may be wondering, tacitly, how long he will be allowed to
wander in the curriculum.. A student with apparently definite career
goals, may be wondering if his choice is right'or has come too early.
Thèdevelopmentally sophisticated advisor is often better able to
help his students examine their own underlying assumptions. Compli-
cated ironies can be involved. An unfocused student might turn out
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to be developmwntally advanced in Perry terms (that is, relativis-
tic). His. as ydt Uncertain commitment may stem from his rapidly
,growing, appreciation for divergent perspectives on the world ahd
from a blossoming of choices in his own life.' If a parent or ad-
visor pushes sUch a studentItoo far too quickly toward commitment,
he/she may alienate the student from the learning process itself.

Conyersely, the student with clear-cut goals may be develop-
mentally "lowernithan his unfocused "peer. ,His case could represent
what developmentalist Erik Erikson calls "premature cothmitment,'!
,the result of an insufficiently examined life with few crises or
doubts. Foi, both types of students, the advisor must find a way.
to`encourage'developmentally sound self-scrutiny. Neither a routine
application of curriclar rules nor an uncritical acceptance at face.A.,.,,,
value of what students say they want is healthy.

Extracurricufar and Community Life. Developmental theory main-
, tains that the most Productive learning occurs in situations charac-
tePized by dynamic'interaction between teacher and student and by
'!hands-on",practical experience with the subject matter. Since
students spend far more time out of class than in, one might rea-
sonably ask what kind of learning does.the college encourage beyond
the classrobm?.-If fapufty relliain essentially anonymous to students,.
they cannot serve as role models of adult behavior in the intellec-
tahl or any other sense. Conversely, if students have opportunities
to meet faculty outside-of class, for discussion, play or comMunity
service, tyle knowledge and teaching/learning style that the techer
represents in the student's eyes will cOme to seem less abstract and
more meaningful in a practical sense. In a small and flexible col,-
lege such, as Simon's Rock, where developmental principle,s are taken
seriously, we have created opportunities for out-of-classroom student
and teacher interaction. Small mixed groups of faculty and students
in the game coui,se meet out 9f class to discuss the teaChingilearning
process and the conflicts of interest and assumptions that,may arise.
Facyl.ty and students work together on projects for, the ",good of the
community," such as theatrical events, energy producing or conserving
efforts, and campus land-use planning. Ad hoc discussion groups have
been arrqgned to talk through current campus issues such,as dOrmitory
regulations, administrative actions, or anticipated changes in aca-
demie programs1 For most undergraduates, the immediate environment,
the campus.itself, is'of prime importance.

.N\
Perspectives on Women. This sequence serves as one specific

curricular modification which was designed to involve students in
a two-year program of study and personal exploration of thg.imyths,
facts, and assumptions about the relationship between men and women.
The sequence of courses and "experiences" were planned to take into
account the developmental status ofstudents from the point of en-
trance to the end of the sophomore year. The early courses empha-
siie the need of younger students to identify the problem, tookbe

4

"givv permission" to focUs on sex roles 4$ a legitimate academic
topic, to relate the new ideas to personal experience., Exercises
in journal keeping, role playing, and group discussions of personal



experience are built into the first year courses.. The second year
courses invOlve students in more academically rigorous examination
of sex bias in-theory and research, primarily in the'social.scien'ces.
The developmental issue here is the need to,move students,from the
stage of uncritical acceptance of opinions to a clo'ser, Systematic
evaluation of opinions, arguments and theories. ,At the end of.the
second year students dre encouraged to move 'from thought to actibn,
and a testing of commitments, by spending time in lOcal community,
settings where women's issues are being addressed and dealt with .

(e.g., family planning'clinics, rape centers, women's art collaboX-
atives, parent education programs, etc.).

General Education. Based on our work with students, we have,
prepared a set of-guidelines for a two-year course sequence which
would be applicable for a variety of content'issues in a general '

eduation program. The guidGaines can be found in Appendix B.

Faculty Development

Faculty-participation in projeat activities'llas.already been
mentioned. The most productive outcome for faculty involved their
changing perceptions of their students and their'willingness to.,
make modifidation in exiating courses. Faculty development could

o
have bseen enhanced had 'the project staff been able to work more
closely with 'interested individuals.

The assessment compOnent was complex and time donsuming, and
in retrospect its design appears too research orienteA. While it
wIll ultimately prove useful to have, extensive l'ongitudinal data
.and although the interviews themselves are a P.Lch souree of infOr-
-mation about students and their reactionS' to the curriculum, such,
infprmation comes too late in the course of a two-year project to
have milch impact during the proj'ect's lifetime. ahat appears to
have had more impact on faculty involved the following: 1) exposure
to a. theory,(Perry), 2) workshopS on curricular issues with Perry as
a framework; p) sharing teaching strategies, 4) articulating goalg'
and strategies within the framework of a theory, and 5) attempting'
minor modifications in individual coUrseS.

Our view of the role of the student aSsessment Program ip
faculiy,and curriculum development has chgnged as a result of our
experience. Both faculty and curriculum development mlight hdve
been enhanced (at least during the project's lifetime) had we
considered two options: 1). changing the scope of the assessment,
or 2) involving more faculty in the assessment procedures. Con-
sidering the first option it Could be argued that simply training
faculty in Perry's theory alone and allowing them to gain experience
detecting developmental differences in their students can make the
theory Come alive and might lead quickly to adjustments in courses.
The project direCtors and other core faculty.could have provided-
the peer support..

Our mit reactions to the value,of the interviews leads us to
favor the s cond.alternative. Each of us felt that doing the "in-
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terviews was one df the most rewarding day-to-day aspects of the
project. 41y relaxing some of the structure which a research model
imposes, we could have recruited other faculty who would have found
the experipnce equally rewarding. We could have gained reasonably
precise longitudinal information and enabled more faculty and stu-
dents tgp feel more closely involved with the project: Our own time
could then have been spent working more closely with these faculty
to monitor their use of the theory in effectingchange in deir
courses. It would appear now that the possibilities for short-term,
impact could have been increased whide the possibilities for long-
term impact remain essentially unchanged or even enhanced,.

4 .
4

In retrospect, making a.new theory come aliVe* is an important i
component of faculty development. Structured classroom observtions,-
and intensive interviews With students would have probably contri-.
buted to more faculty feeling that they slere participating in ,an
unuSually fruitful and personally involving enterprise.

Other Grant Activities

Admissions Interview and Checklist. Durin-g 1979-80, "one of
the project directors met regularly with staff of the Adgissions
Office at Simon's Rock,to review developmental theory, the past
studies and findings on the academic and social adjustmerit of
SimOn's Rock students to college, And the implications of the
findings for admissions and Student life. We have designed a. new
admissions interview ,(similar to the developmerital interview used

, in the student assessment) which elicits information related to
Perry and Loevinger stages. A chedklistosed with the interview
summarizes the interviewer's impression of the applicant in various
areaS, such as cognitive style, level and nature of academic'moti-
vation) assumptions about education and SiMon's Rock, psychological
maturity, prominent values and priorities, attitudes.toward authority
and law, and degree of self..reflection and insight. The dnterview
and checklist are included in Appendix C. During the first year of,
its use, the information gathered pn ariplicants will be analzed toZ

"get a better sense of the differen6es between students we accept
and reject and to track stUdent performance as a function of charav-
teristics noted in the admissions interview. The question usually

) arises df we,intend tp use sUch information to screen applicants.
Although we will attend to the,developmental information in the
process of screening applicants, for a while, it will be given no
more weight than.the usual admissions.oriteria, such as, SATs or
high' school record. However, we feel' that the inforgiation will
help us understand better the kinds of students who are likely to -
be attracted by the early college option. Tile rationale and early
results of our developmental programming efforts in admissions were
reported at the meeting of the National, Association of Admissions
Counselors in Detroit in October 1980.

National EducatiOnal Conference, January 1981. Educators,
na,tional policy-makers, and planners joined representatives from
foundations, corporations, accrediting agenoies at Simon's.

. .
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Rock in January 1981 for a three-day conference on educational
restructUning. The,conference, sponsored by FIPSE together with

1. 'We Ford Foundation and The Braitmayer Foundation, was conceived
as a result of the work at Simon's Ro'ck, funded by,FIPSE, to study
the developmental needs of early,college students. WorkShops,
panel discussions, speeches and planning sessions focused on ways
in which diverse constituencies can work together on behalf-of
youtb whose educational needs have outstripped the_limited re-
sponses of traditional sequential schooling and standard cUrricula.
Consensus was reached on the critical need to raise public awareness
of optional programs and of the crippling effects On &lucation of
overregulation and entrenched institutional bureaucracies.

In response to a mandate of!'conference participants, Simon's,
Rock will seek funding,to establish a Resource Center to-offer con-
sultation to schools and colleges seeking information on alternate

. structures for college-ready adolescents and other underserved
populations, disseminate material on developmental education, d
'convene future conferences to maintain dialogue between thewdiv se
'.public and private sectors.

More detailed coverage of the January conference rationale and '
resolutions for the future is included in Appendix D. A publication
of the conference proceedings is available by writing Nancy Goldberger,
Simon's Rock of Bard College, Gre.4t Barrington, MA 01230-.

Disseinination. A list'of papers which can be obtained by writing
Nancy Goldberger appears in Appendix E.

-*
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_Appendix D.

CONFERENCE RATIONALE AND RESOLUTIONS FOR "THE. FUTURE

10'

On January 13-15, 1981, Simon's RocX of Bard College, in, co-
operation with the Ford Foundation, the Fund for the Improvement
Of Postsecondary Education, the Braitmayer Foundation, and the Bard
College Center held a conference, "The Case for Educational Restruc-
turing," designed to re-examipe the values and aasumptions underlying
the traditional strlicture of secondary and postsecondary education.
The central concetn of the conference was to maX;e a caSe for educa-
tional'restructurihg and to consider possibilities for the formula-
tion of a national, comprehensive youth policy'which would foster
access to higher education opportunities based on readiness rather
than:chronological age. The conference.was unanimous and clear'in
seeing a need for such a youth policy to challenge the rigidities
of an inadequate traditional structure which prescribes four years
of secon,dary schpol prior to admission into a.collegiaA...environment.
Members of the conference pointed to the wastefulness offintellectual
energies, time and money inheYpt inthis tradWonal structure.pd
to-the-qleed for e*ploration into new strategies"to ehhanCe the ogiOlit
for students to vary the pattern-=of their education. While the par-
ticipants were cautious in moving toward the forma-aon of a compre-
hensive youth policy, they were quick to see the need for a continuing
and coordinated effort in this direction. What follow's-here is a
brief description ot the rationale for the conference and an outline
of plans for future work resulting from this year's meetings. More
complete discussions of specific issues are contained in the papers
and remarks by conference participants in succeeding pages.

There are few generalizations in education.thât are universally
agreed upon, but one of them is that people learn at different rates
an? possesa.differing aptitudes. It ia critical to realize that
present education systems and Public policies, presumably dedicated
to providing the best education for all students, are so structured
that they block effective means to accommodate these differences,

While almost every other structure in the United States has
been replaced, or remOdelled as modernization required, education
has remained fundamentally unaltered. It is-a sequence established
without regatd for sttuctural integrity. Children enter at the tot-
tom and emerge at the :top prepared, presumably to enter the adult
world. By implicatiop. each higher level is more important than the
lower; and also by implication, the higher the, level attained by the
student ;the more importa,nt his worth 'as an individual. Hence the
race tothe top and the growing tendency'to emphasize competence in
stair-climbing at the expense of individual development and the true
relationship between educational process and its,desired goal, that
all shall'be matured alorig the way and,made ready to take their
places in the adult-world. At a time when adolescents are reaching. ,

maturity earlict, the strupture of education should be re-evaluated
to more responsibly accommodate the changing needs of students.

Compounding the problem of structure is a series of curricula
which do hot respond to the rapidly changing.educational needs of



students. As noted in the Carnegie Commission report on higher
education .(Less Time, More Options-1971) a ,deficiency of both high
school and college is that two thirds Of the last two years of high
school and the first year of College in particular are repetitious.
This fact suggests that we are wasting our students' time and talents.
There is a tendency to encapsulate our youth in undemanding eduCa-
tional environments that reinforce many immature elements of their
personalities. 'This together pith a lack of guidance geared to the
cognitive development of indivi,dua.1 students_pr96Uces a system whin
cannot accommodate excellence or identify educational needs. As a
result, some of the most able students between tOe ages of 16 and 22
have helped to produce an astonishingly high drop-out rate in no small
part due to boredom with unresponsive curricula.

. AlthoUgh there have been and continue to be isolated attemptS
to introduce greater flexibility in the educational structure, there
remain obstacles to change from federal discrimination in scholarship
guidelines to admissions bias in higher education related to age and
degrgR completion. While resistance to change ia largely based on a
perceived economic self-interest, there is also a,genuine lack of tut=
derstanding among educators of the characteristics and needs of stu-
dents who elect an early transition from high sChool to college.
Imaginative leadership not bound to the traditional lockstep struc-

. ture is required-if significant options are to be developed.

From the Hutchins''venture at the University of Chicago to the
current proliferation'of programs such as the Gifted Students Proiram
at the Johns Hopkins University and other early admissions programs
opportunities have existed kot a few select students to begin colle-
giate study before completion of high school.. Developmental psychol-
ogists note that young people mature earlier and enter college more
_knrwledgeable than did students in the past. ,But with few available
alternatives, many of these students who mature early opt out of
formal education completely. The research on changing adolescent
needs is indeed meager and recommendations td meet these changes
have been few and,, thus, have not made an impact on national educa-
tion policy. Several states have passes laws allowing "early-out"
examinations for secondary students, but the significant number of
students who drop out without official sanction is indicative of the
failure to address the Tublic policy question of viable options for
young adults.

It has been argued that early admissions programs do indeed
respond to the need of adolescents for more options in education.
However, it should be noted-that-these options are largely elitest
in that they are Usually designed for gifted young people from mid-
dle to upper Class families. Thus, they do not significantly impact
educational and social programs that affect minorities or the eco-
nomically deprived -- the very groups constituting a majority of
young people who opt out of the conveweional school sequence. The
need to break the lockstep of an educational sequence which too
ctten serves time rather than achievement has long been recognized
by many; but if the break has occurred, it has not been to the bene-
fit of the majority of those students who need it..

I



Thus, the conference participants addressed issues_ which chal-
lenged the values and assumptions of the traditional structure by
proposing alternatives to it and by acknowledging the trend toward
the diffusion of boundaries between high school and'college.

To insure an effective conference, prOminent national, figures
from business, governments imblic and private foundations and educa-
tion were'invited to offer their insights into issues'of reform in
education. Participants in.the conference were selected from con-
stituencieg whose representatives are in a position to affect change
or.to be influenced by var1ations'in the traditional structure. Those
constituencies represented in the conference were college and univer-
sity presidents, deaA, and program heads; state education system'
representatives; foundation exec#1ves; tuition assistance groups;
federal funding agencies;, national association of colleges, national
board members, and officials from existing alternative programs.-The
conference agenda aneihe work prepared for the conference by these
participants is contained in the pages which follow along with speci-

,fic program descriptions.

The conference,generated a wealth of suggestions for future ini-
,

tiatives and numerous letters of\positiveyesvonse from participants
and panelists. The most specific suggestion in .aadition to publishing
the cbnference proceedings was to hold a second conference at Simon's
Rock to continue the 'initial dialogue and expand the participanis to
include representatives from,business and industry, teacher unions,
parent organizations, and others. An additional and frequently men-
tioned recommendation from conference participants was that qimon's
Rock in cooperation with other institutions develop a plan for a
Resource *Institute concerned with educational restructuring which
would serve as an information, research and consultation center.:
Founaation representatives suggested brokering a proposal for .

funding such a center to several foundations.

In order to discuss further some of-these suggestions, Nancy
Goldberger of Simon's Rock, Wendy Shepard, Bard College Center,
Janet Lieberman,,LaGuardia CormilunitY. College, Franklin PatArson,
Center for Studies in Policy and Public Interest, University of
Massachusetts, Daniel Yankelovich, Yankelovich, Skelly and White,
and Arthur Greenberg, Middle College High School, met for an all-
day session in New York City. The discussion wls far-ranging and
included consideration of varieties of resource centers and services.
However, the consensus of the group Was'that Simon's Rock is in a
unique position,to lead a national cohference concerned with the
economic, social and techno,I.ogfcal cllanges that will contribute to
the heed for educational restrubturing in the next two or three
decades. Simon's Rock's record as a successful challenge to the
educational structure and as a school that is responsive to the
developmental needs of the students it;serves places the College'
in a speical and influential position in American education.

In view of this; it was suggested that Simon's Rock seek funding
for a second conference on educational restructuring to be part of a



series of annual conferences on educational change. The content of
this second conference would focus on serving the needs of new stu-
dent populations: women, Hispanics, immigrants, and ,unemployed youth
among others. The whole spectrum of edutational agencies would con7
vene td discuss the range of options availible for the new studentL
currently. Consistent with Peter Druckin's thesis that the demand
for education is not declining, only the, demand for traditional ed-
ucation, the conference would critique, the programs currently avail-
able and make recommendations for the kind of programs that need to
be developed for the new diversity. The qore-audience.would include
laSt year''S participants as well as members of the cOrporate sector
engaged in education. Th conference would take Place in June, 1982
at Simon's Rock. .

A unique feature of the se-dOnd conference and-gubsequent follow-
up ;Would be'a series of regional conferences held during the year
following the June conference. These-regional conferences would be
theinatically related io the lax4ger national conference, perhaps
fogkised more on educatieinal issues specif* to-the geographical 4 .

regton anepopulation. A core planning calmittee would SerVe as
congultants to supervise.the, regionaLconterences which would be
organized by local organizations' and. personnel. It was suggested
that some of the regional conferences might be organized through
agencies such as the National Association of Secondary School
Princ4als, and teachers unions. If the idea of an annual June ,

confererile is realized, these regional conferences could become a
perTanent feature. Funding for each national and regional conference
sequence would vary, approachingNifferent funding sources depending
on the year's thematic fOcuS.

Concommitant with the conference activities, and perhaps inde-
pendently funded, would be the planning toward a more permanent .
Re4burce Institute on'Educational Restructuring. During the 1981-
82:year, a planning grdup will be established. ,During the initial
plOning year, the.group can analyze and document the need for the -

continuing public"discussion of educational change and restructuring.
- One suggestion w4 that this could best be accomplished by interyiewing

.lay figures in edUo tion, industry .and uhions, etc. to begin to map
out the variety of4 rs-pectives on American education in the future.
This planning grou0ould then describe the broad mandate, delineate
the important issu4 around the topic of educational restructuring
and make recommendations about the approaeh to best attack the need

; comprehensively. This blueprint document would then be uSed for
further fund-raising to support.activities of the Resources Institute.
The planning group would also contract.individuals to write two or
three seminal artidles on special issues related to change j.n,the
structure of education. These papers would also define the para7

, meters of educationalTroblems and outline potential strategies to
address the discontinuity currently existing between providers and
tAers of education.
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SOPHOMORE,INTERVIEW

Simon'S Rock of Bard College

What stands out for you over the past two years (since.you'ye
been at Simon's Rock?)

Why is that significant?
Anything else?

.. 0L Do you think that you have changed significantly since you'have
bePn here?

A
What have been the turning points?
What were you like before?

, - ;

-Do you now think about yourself or 'the world in new,or different
ways?

3. Howe would,you describe yourself to yourself now?

!

-4. What'stands'out for you as far as academics at Simon's Rock is
.a

concerned? Individual courses? Individual teachers? Other educational
or academic experiences?

5. What is,the best idea you've come across. in the past two years?
What have you gotten most,exci'ted by in your academic work?

6. What things would you'most like to learn now? Why?

7. Are there any areas of study that you tend,to avoid? Why?

Have you ever been in a class where there is some controversy dn
a topic, either between student and student, or,student and teacher?

How do you react?
How de) you decide what-to think?
Is there any way of resolving disagreements such as these?
What'if experts on-some issue disagree,?

9. What stands out for you as far as the non-academic side of car4)us
life is concerned?

D9 you think this chvoged you or the way.you,hink'aboUt things?
, d °



16. How do yod tend to handle'things that bother you?
Has your ability to cope with new situations, frustrations,
problems,.etc. changed since you've been here? Example?

11. Have you given any thought, to what.you. will be doing during the
next few-years?

What are'your plags for next year?
What are yOur long-term plans, if any?

/ -

12. How t o 'you eee youx40 1 f ch"enViTg-in-f:he 4rUtig?'' ,.. ...,

, Do you have a sense of the issues you're going.to have to _

work on (things about yourself you'd like to chan9e)?

Give followining Perry/Wellesley items: (student reads alOud)

1. Good teachers don't like to give you all the right answers.
They try to teach you to find the right answers an your own:.

2. In math and science there arb absolutes--things that are known to
be true:But in other areas, like the humanities, there are no
absolute answers. And in things like the social sciences the experts
don't have the answers yet.

.3., When I write a paper, I try to be fair to both points of view.

Give Kohlberg dilemmas: Heinz and Officer Brown/Judge


